UNIT 3. CREATING THE IMAGE pdf
1: How To Create a Hero Image
the rectangular area of a display screen actually being used to display images render refers to the process of adding
realism to a computer graphics by adding 3-D qualities, such as shadows and variations in color and shade.

Are you looking for a way to create a system image of Windows 10, 8 or 7 to your external USB drive? Why
choose to create system image on USB drive? Why are so many users choose to create system image on USB
drive? Convenient to save system image; Cheaper than big external hard drive; Portable to restore system to
other computers wherever you need; Free up storage space in PC; Alternative system restore method in case of
system restore failed in PC. So how to create system image to USB? How to backup system image of
Windows 10, 8 or 7 etc into external USB drive? Follow to find the solution now. Professional Windows
backup recovery software - EaseUS Todo Backup supports you to free backup Windows system and create
system image into target storage device: You can directly download this software and create system image on
USB drive for free within 30 days now: Select a destination where the USB drive is and click Proceed. If you
stored data on the USB drive, remove data firstly in case of data overwritten. How to fix USB is not valid as
backup location issue? Fix and repair USB drive error with partition manager software When the USB drive
has internal errors or bad sectors, it may not be able to function properly. Create a directory on USB drive 1.
Create a directory on your USB drive. Right-click the directory and choose "Share with", "Specific people".
Choose yourself from the list of users and click Share and Done. Ensure the advanced share allow permissions
are set to full control. Start Windows Backup and select System Image. Select network drive as your backup
location. Browse to your own computer and select the USB share. No need to worry.
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2: Unit 4: Creating Images Digitally | keitiicreative
Shutter speed is usually measured in seconds and fractions of seconds. For example, you may see shutter speeds of 1/
and 1/30 (with the larger denominator indicating a faster shutter speed).

Want to understand more about how the unit is organized and what CS content is covered in each section?
This overview is a great resource to get you acquainted with the unit and better prepared to teacher it. They are
introduced to functions as a form of abstraction that enables them to write code in larger, more logical chunks
and focus on what something does, rather than how it does it. Lesson 04 - Functions and Top-Down Design
This lesson presents a top-down problem-solving strategy for designing solutions to programming problems.
Many of these commands will require the use of parameters. Lesson 06 - Creating Functions with Parameters
Students practice using and creating functions with parameters. Students learn that writing functions with
parameters can generalize solutions to problems even further. Lesson 07 - Looping and Random Numbers
Students learn to use random values and looping to create variation in their drawings and quickly duplicate
objects they wish to appear in their digital scenes many times. They build upon the "Under the sea" scene to
create more complex backgrounds. Students work in groups of 3 or 4 and begin by identifying a scene they
wish to create. They then use Top-Down Design to identify the high-level functions necessary to create that
image, and assign these components to individual members. After programming their individual portion,
students combine all of their code to compose the whole scene. Lesson 10 - Event-Driven Programming and
Debugging In this lesson, students have their first experience developing a simple user interface and defining
its behavior through the use of event-driven programming. Students are introduced to the ability to place
buttons on the screen and define their behavior through the use of event handlers. This lesson transitions away
from using the turtle, as students explore different event types e. Design Mode allows students to easily design
the User Interface UI of their apps using a drag-and-drop editor. Students learn how to create UI elements they
have seen before such as images, text labels and buttons, but they see many more options for styling these
elements with colors, font sizes and so on. Lesson 13 - Multi-screen Apps This lesson gives students time to
familiarize themselves with the process of making event-driven apps before moving on to deeper content.
They design and create a minimum 4-screen app on a topic of their choosing. Lesson 14 - Controlling Memory
with Variables This lesson gets into the basic mechanics of working with variables in programs. The lesson
shows students how to create and assign values to variables and navigates through a series of common
misconceptions about variables and how they work. Lesson 15 - Using Variables in Apps In this lesson
students add variables to two different exemplar apps to keep track of a score, or a count of some number of
button clicks. The major topic is variable scope and understanding the differences, benefits, and drawbacks, of
using global versus local variables. They use strings to accept input from a user as they work on mastering two
new UI elements, the text input and the text area. Students combine these skills to develop a simple Mad Lib
App. Lesson 17 - Introduction to Digital Assistant Project Students analyze digital assistants in order to
understand the underlying key features of the natural language processing NLP algorithms that allow them to
appear to have intelligent conversations. They then begin to design the components of a simple digital
assistant of their own they will be building over the subsequent lessons. Lesson 18 - Understanding Program
Flow and Logic Students program game decisions using conditional statements and boolean expressions.
Students practice thinking about decision making using flow charts. They apply this to create two games.
Lesson 19 - Introduction to Conditional Logic Having explored the basics of conditional statements in the
previous lesson students return to the Movie Bot digital assistant example in order to improve its functionality
with conditional logic. Students learn how to improve nested or chained conditionals through the use of these
logical operations and then use them to make additions to the functionality of the Movie Bot. Lesson 21 Digital Assistant Project In this lesson, students complete the digital assistant project in which they synthesize
their abilities to write string functions and complex conditionals. This lesson is designed to allow students to
hone their programming skills through the lens of creativity and innovation. Students continue to work on
their digital assistant and analyze their work and reflect using questions similar to those of the create
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performance task. Lesson 22 - While Loops This lesson demonstrates how a slight manipulation of a
conditional statement can allow for the creation of a new and powerful tool in constructing programs, a while
loop. Students are introduced to a while loop by analyzing the flow chart of a conditional statement in which
the "true" branch leads back to the original condition. Lesson 23 - Looping and Simulation In this lesson
students gain more practice using while loops as they develop a simulation that repeatedly flips coins until
certain conditions are met. Lesson 24 - Introduction to Arrays This lesson introduces arrays as a means of
storing lists of information within a program. The class begins by highlighting the difficulties that arise when
trying to store lists on information in a variable. Students then practice using arrays in their programs.
Students are introduced to the practice of refactoring code in order to keep programs consistent and remove
redundancies when adding new functionality. Lesson 26 - Processing Arrays Thuis lesson introduces students
to algorithms that process lists of data. Students first complete a simple unplugged activity based on the game
Go Fish to introduce the concept of a return value. By the end of the lesson, students write and use functions
that return values in a simple turtle driver app. Lesson 28 - Canvas and Arrays in Apps Students continue to
practice working with arrays and are introduced to a new user interface element, the canvas. The canvas
includes commands for drawing simple geometric shapes circles, rectangles, lines and also triggers mouse and
key events like any other user interface element. Over the course of the lesson students combine these features
to make an app that allows a user to draw an image while recording every dot drawn on the canvas in an array.
By processing this array in different ways the app will allow students to redraw their image in different styles,
like random, spray paint, and sketching. Unit 3 Assessment 2 of 2 Lesson Plan Student Project Guide Lesson
29 - Practice PT - Create To conclude their introduction to programming, students will design an app based off
of one they have previously worked on in the programming unit. Students will choose the kinds of
improvements they wish to make to a past project in order to show their ability to make abstractions and
implement complex algorithms. The project concludes with reflection questions similar to those students will
see on the AP Performance Tasks. Students can either complete the project individually or with a partner.
Every student will need a collaborative partner to give and receive feedback from.
3: Unit 4: Creating Images Digitally | mrjdillon
Similar tones in a specific tonal area of an image are stacked on top of one another to generate a visual representation
of an image. Midtones The tones of an image found between the highlights and the shadows of an image.

4: Unity - Manual: Image
UNIT THREE: Photography Lab Questions At this point, you are asked to complete the web journey questions. Each link
(the title of the lab) has a set of questions beneath it.

5: Paint Pot Refactoring - GoodmanEthanAPCSP
Unit 3 Creating Graphics & Imagesâ€Ž > â€Ž Paint Pot Refactoring At the time this template was published, the
Reflection Questions for this unit were not yet available.

6: Getting started with .NET unit testing using NUnit | Infragistics Blog
Previous: CorelDRAW X5 Network Deployment Guide - Chapter 2 Understanding the software. Chapter 3: Creating the
server image. Deployment of CorelDRAW graphics Suite X5 to the workstations begins with the creation of a server
image of the software.

7: Paint Pot Projects - Mobile CSP
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App Inventor now has a Download Blocks as Image feature (right click on the white space in the blocks editor to choose)
that also can be used to take a screenshot of all of your code or the Windows snipping tool can be used.

8: Teaching Mobile CS Principles - Unit 3 - Creating Graphics & Images Bit by Bit
The UI Image component is the main graphic element of the UI system in Unity, and is used for everything from button
and panel backgrounds to slider handles and speedometers!

9: 8-Bit and Bit Images - MATLAB & Simulink
A Hero Image is a large image with text, often placed at the top of a webpage.
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